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Executive Summary

n Cobalt demand expected to reach 121,000 tonnes in 2020, down 8.6% 
on our Q4 2019 projections

n Logistics concerns escalate in late-Q1: Growing delays at the main border 
crossing between Zambia-DRC have compounded disruption at ports in 
South Africa

n Cathode production: 2020 projections lowered by 12.9% in March 2020 
as producers lower utilisation rates in response to concerns over EV 
consumption

n Prices: Cobalt robust in Q1 as Cobalt battery metal prices rebound by 
3.8%; further pressures expected in Q2

n Country-by-country supply analysis: 
●  China: refiners begin ramp up in March; major refiners reported to be

meeting international orders, domestic demand remains weak
●  DRC: largely limited operational impact to date; border closures raise

logistical concerns
●  ROW: closures begin with CTT in Morocco, Ambatovy in Madagascar

and Vale’s Voisey’s Bay all suspending operations

n To access Benchmark Minerals’ latest supply, demand, price and cost 
data please contact: info@benchmarkminerals.com
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Introduction
The coronavirus pandemic has manifested into the biggest health, social and 
economic crisis in a generation, disrupting almost every global supply chain to such 
a profound extent that mechanisms for material sourcing, trade and distribution 
will likely never be the same again. 

Disruption has been most pronounced in those industries that are truly global; one 
of the defining features of today’s lithium ion battery market. 

From the raw material foundations of the supply chain in the DRC, Australia, Chile 
and beyond, through to the battery cell production in China, Japan and Korea; it is 
likely that the cells used by the Tesla’s of the world have touched every continent 
(sometimes multiple times over) before they reach the Model 3 that is driven (or 
drives itself) off the showroom floor. 

Almost every section of this supply chain has been impacted in different ways, and 
to different extents. Those which have not, will undoubtedly feel the effects in Q2. 

What had been marked as a year that would take us into a new generation of EV 
expansions, now faces a more uncertain future – at least in the short-term. 

While EV adoption rates will be delayed, the longer-term fundamentals remain 
strong. Western OEMs have their EV ambitions firmly in place and with the wheels 
of regulatory change already turning, many are questioning whether governments 
will use their inevitable stimulus efforts to prop up the old or usher in the new.

While it’s too early to make any clear interpretation of policy directives, perhaps the 
changing of the guard is already underway. In Europe, January and February EV 
sales totaled 140,000 units, almost a 6% penetration rate compared to around 2% 
in 2019. Similarly, at the peak of China’s closures in February, EV penetration rose 
3.2%.

Despite these encouraging signs, in the short-term all parts of the supply chain are 
going to have to work through a period of unprecedented turbulence. 

Benchmark Minerals Q1 Forecasts lowered cobalt demand projections by 8.4% in 
response to a slowdown in battery and traditional end-markets. Whilst this sounds 
drastic, the supply side of the market has also responded to the pandemic, with 
suspensions seen across mines in North America, Africa and Asia. These closures 
and the impact of ongoing operational constraints means we are yet to fully see 
how production strategies will be adjusted in response to the demand-side shock. 

These pressures will serve only to prolong a period of low-pricing and negative 
sentiment that will put more obstacles in the way of developing new projects and 
increase the risk of supply chain bottlenecks in the coming years to come. 

Here, Benchmark Minerals explains the cobalt supply chain landscape moving into 
Q2 2020, outlining our latest analysis on supply, demand and pricing. 

For news analysis and expert commentary on all developments in the lithium 
ion battery supply chain, subscribe to Benchmark Membership here 

https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/forecasts/
https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/membership/
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Coronavirus impact*
Total Cases: 98
Active Cases: 88
Deaths: 8

*As of 31 March 2020

Africa was largely untouched by the impact of cornanvirus until March, with 
operations continuing as normal. Early in the quarter, cobalt feedstock prices 
increased due to strong demand in early January, prior to closures in China for 
Spring Festival celebrations

The DRC underwent a short-lived lockdown in the Huat Katanga province for 2 
days from 23 March but this had little impact on mining. Self-imposed closures 
by companies or lockdowns at operations enforced by the government continue 
to present a growing threat to production in the region.

More specifically, the impact of the virus saw Chemaf announce the temporary 
suspension of activities at Usoke, production at the Mutoshi artisanal mine site 
and construction at the Mutoshi refinery. Benchmark Minerals estimates these 
closures alone could see 2.000-2,500 tonnes of cobalt production wiped out in 
2020. With the virus not yet under control across Africa and within the DRC, the 
risk of an extended lockdown due to the spread of the virus persists, which would 
be extremely detrimental to the region and production as a whole. In addition, 
some miners have chosen to close off operations to workers not already on the 
mine site due to the virus risk. 

Benchmark Mineral Intelligence Cobalt Forecast
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Upstream
The Benchmark MInerals Cobalt Supply Model provides project-by-
project production forecasts out to 2040 for cobalt mining and refining. 
Click here to learn more

DRC

https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/forecasts/
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Furthermore, low copper and cobalt prices may see some smaller operations 
choose to reduce activity or close altogether. These decisions will likely be made 
due to health concerns but as logistics and movement of materials in the region 
slows amid greater checks at borders, this may see the flow of consumables - and 
in some cases labour - inhibit output.

The risk to production has seen Benchmark Minerals reduce its 2020 cobalt 
production forecast for the DRC from 107,000 tonnes at the end of Q4 2019 to 
101,400 tonnes in our Q1 2020 publication, which marks a 4% reduction in global 
production for the year. 

In South Africa, confusion continues regarding port activity for miners. The 
government announced a widesparead closure of the country’s ports for all but 
essential items, including the main port used for cobalt exports in Durban, as part 
of a 21 day lockdown commencing from 26 March. On 31st March the South 
African Maritime Safety Authority (SAMSA) issued a statement reporting that 
ports would continue to operate for loading and unloading. 

Regardless of decisions on mine closures in the DRC, if South Africa is closed as a 
point of export for DRC cobalt this is likely to have major disruption to the supply 
chain as it represents the main point of departure of material destined for China. 

So far the ports remain inaccessible as a point of export for DRC miners, and with 
the South African lockdown extended to the end of April, a number of miners are 
looking at alternative ports in Africa, including Dar es Salaam in Tanzania or via rail 
through Angola. Any changes to the pre-existing supply chain will result in delays 
of cargo being shipped, but could also see delays due to limited capacity at other 
ports, alongside the growing risk of lockdowns in other nations central to the new 
supply chain. 

Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence
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CHINA

Coronavirus impact*
Total Cases: 81,554
Active Cases: 2,004
Deaths: 3,312
*As of 31 March 2020

The domestic impact of the virus and related closures are drawing to a close. 
Hubei province was released from quarantine measures on 25 March, aside from 
Wuhan which lifted measures from 8 April.

Despite the widespread closures across China for much of Q1 2020, some larger 
cobalt refiners continued to operate to serve their international customers, largely 
Japanese and Korean cathode and battery producers. 

Despite activity continuing at some refineries for most of Q1, the impact of 
extremely low domestic demand and ailing demand from international markets 
became clear as the quarter went on. Cobalt sulphate prices in March fell 10.0% 
with prices ranging between RMB 43,000-56,000/tonne ($6,050-7,900). Prices 
fell consistently throughout the majority of the month yet showed some signs of 
stability moving into April. 

Whilst the demand related impacts of the virus are unquestionable, fears over 
security of supply of raw materials from the DRC due to the South African 
lockdown did appear to help offer some price stability, albeit at low levels, as 
cobalt hydroxide payable showed only marginal decreases in March. 

ROW

Metal demand in Europe and North America continued at steady levels 
throughout January and February but saw declining spot activity in late March. 

Whilst lead times within the aerospace supply chain are long, short term closures 
could impact demand with Airbus and Boeing both shuttering production 
operations in March. More recently Rolls Royce abandoned all previously 
forecasted targets for deliveries including aerospace. 

Whilst demand side pressures and uncertainty pushed prices lower, closures at 
key cobalt operations outside of the DRC may have helped stave off further losses. 
CTT in Morocco, Ambatovy in Madagascar and Vale’s Voisey’s Bay operation in 
Canada all announced closures as a result of the virus. Further to this, Sumitomo 
Metal Mining (SMM) HPAL operations in the Philippines may be impacted by the 
national state of emergency announced by the government.
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EV & BATTERY

The coronavirus outbreak has undoubtedly derailed what was scheduled to be 
a year of demand diversification outside of China in the EV battery space, with 
Western OEMs laying the foundations for an electric future. 

While these plans continue to gather momentum, even amid the challenging 
macroeconomic environment, the wider downturn across the automotive sector 
will hinder the short-term EV growth trajectory.

From early shutdowns in China’s auto market in January and February, to the 
ongoing closures that have engulfed the world’s leading OEMs – from Ford 
and GM in North America to VW and PSA in Europe – the auto industry is at a 
standstill. 

Some room for EV optimism can however be found in the detail of this fall-off. 

EV penetration rates (as a proportion of much lower total auto sales) increased 
in many countries in Q1 and while this isn’t an overwhelmingly positive result in 
volume terms, it does provide some optimism that consumers will continue to 
trend towards electric. 

More encouragingly, signs of an EV uptick in China were already evident by the 
end of Q1. Extended subsidies both at a provincial and state level will support the 
rebound from a disappointing first quarter, which despite falling below the scale 
required to meet the 2m NEV target set out early in the year, was only down 62% 
on 2019 in January and February (the peak of the country’s closures). 

Benchmark Minerals had previously projected a 3.1% EV penetration rate in 2020. 
In our latest assessment this has been revised down to 2.7%, and decrease of 
550,000 units. 

Downstream

Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence
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The Benchmark MInerals Cobalt Demand Model provides consumption figures 
for battery cathode and industrial end-markets out to 2040. 
Click here to learn more

https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/forecasts/
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While major battery operations in China, Japan and South Korea continue, there is 
a steady realsiation that short-term orders may not be at the scale expected and 
there will need to be a flexibility in producer supply chains to respond to a more 
volatile path forward. 

Deliveries continue to be made but, as with raw materials, logistics are a 
mounting short-term concern, which could add to the cost and timing of 
deliveries. 

With leading battery companies now preparing for a 6-12 month disruption to 
sales, the firmness of orders remain in flux in the near term. 

CATHODE

Concerns over the direction of downstream demand are yet to be fully-factored 
into the strategy of major cathode producers and although there has been little 
impact on operational capacity, the Benchmark Minerals Cathode Assessment 
adjusted expected 2020 output down by 17% in March. 

Chinese producers were quick to rebound from the extended seasonal closures 
with Shanshan reported to be back at 70% utilisation rates by as early as mid-
February. 

Others closer to the centre of the China outbreak in Wuhan were also quick to 
restart operations following mandated closures. Ronbay, which operates 25,000 
tpa high-nickel cathode capacity in Ezhou, Hubei, had ramped back up to similar 
levels to Q4 2019 by mid-March, while work at GEM’s new Jingmen facility in 
Hubei was back underway even earlier. 

According to the Benchmark Minerals Cathode Assessment, output from 
Ronbay is expected to fall to around 12,000 tonnes in 2020 compared to 15,000 
tonnes in 2019, as a result of weaker end-market conditions rather than any 
prohibitive restrictions on operations. 

Similar cutbacks are expected across other ex-China producers in response to 
weaker demand, however those with close ties to major battery consumers have 
indicated their operations will be more resilient. 

ECOPRO are planning to increase output by over 25% in 2020 to meet new 
orders from the likes of Samsung SDI and SK Innovation. Nichia Chemical and 
Sumitomo Metal Mining, which have established agreements with LG Chem and 
Panasonic are also only expected to make marginal adjustments to their 2020 
guidance. 

Continued expansions from the majors will likely accelerate the consolidation 
of smaller, less competitive producers that will be squeezed out of the Chinese 
picture, in particular, as bigger players channel sales domestically to replace the 
lower order-volumes from Japanese and South Korea battery facilities, which 
accounted for 11% of global capacity and 28% of tier 1 battery production capacity 
according to the Benchmark Minerals Megafactory Assessment. 

From a technology standpoint the slowdown in ex-China demand is also 
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expected to see a slower transition to high-nickel cathode chemistries, which are 
being pursued more aggressively by Western battery-makers. This will boost the 
medium term outlook for lower-nickel variations of NCM, as well as LFP adoption. 

COBALT DEMAND
Outside the derailment of lithium ion battery demand in the short-term, the wider 
macroeconomic consequences of the coronavirus outbreak are still in flux. 

Traditional industrial consumption forms an important foundation of demand in 
the cobalt market and is set to feel the longer-term impact of slower global growth. 

Non-battery related demand of cobalt remained relatively stable in the Benchmark 
Minerals Q1 2020 Cobalt Forecast with the impacts of the slowdown not yet 
realised and are expected to spill over into 2021. 

It is yet to be seen how deep the global economic fallout will impact these 
traditional end-markets but growth rates will certainly be derailed, and there is the 
potential for a significant contraction in industrial demand if closures in Europe, 
North America and Asia persist. 

As a result of this wider fallout, total demand growth is expected to reach 118,700 
tonnes in 2020, down 8.6% on our Q4 2019 forecasts. 
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Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence

Cathode market breakdown: 2020 
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Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence

Cobalt sulphate vs cobalt battery metal 

Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence
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Prices & conclusions
The Benchmark Minerals Cobalt Price Assessment service provides monthly 
independent pricing for cobalt sulphate, hydroxide and battery-grade metal. 
Click here to learn more
The immediate impact of the COVID-19 pandemic was felt in China following the 
lifting of movement restrictions and the gradual return to work by the industry from 
mid February. Due to continued restrictions and delays to logistics at a national 
scale the cobalt industry experienced temporary market tightness and saw prices  
increase as the domestic supply chain struggled to purchase adequate feedstock 
materials. 

As such the Benchmark Minerals February Cobalt Price Assessment tracked 
cobalt sulphate prices, EXW China, up 14.6% mom with prices ranging between 
RMB 52,000-58,000/tonne ($7400-8300). Despite this, cobalt sulphate was trading 
well below levels of the year prior down 15.4% yoy. 

With the major impact of the virus yet to be felt in Europe and North America, 
cobalt metal prices recorded marginal gains in February as market players took a 
‘wait and see’ approach due to the uncertainties linked to the shut down in China. 
Average prices were assessed at $16.95/lb ($37,400/tonne) EXW Europe up 3.0% 
mom - although down marginally on the previous year prices down 2.2% yoy.

As logistics began to return to usual levels in China throughout March, alongside 
the global spread of the virus intensifying, the impact of falling demand began to 
be felt across the board. Cobalt sulphate prices lost much of their February gains 
and fell to an average of RMB 49,500/tonne ($7,000) down 10.0% mom. Equally, 
lacklustre spot activity for cobalt hydroxide CIF Asia, saw prices begin to decline 
with average prices down 2.9% mom ranging between $23,000-25,300/tonne. 

Price declines were more muted in the cobalt hydroxide market in part due to a 
lack of transactions but also as DRC producers held off selling at lower levels due 
the restrictions on exports in Africa as South Africa imposed a strict lockdown, with 
Durban being a key port for export of DRC cobalt. Despite the impact of the virus, 
yoy prices were up 14.2% as weak pricing persisted throughout much of 2019 due to 
significant oversupply. 

Equally, cobalt metal saw some support from supply side concerns in March as 
several producers announced closures of operations in response to the virus, with 
the Ambatovy operation in Madagascar, CTT in Morocco and Voisey’s Bay in Canada 
some amongst those closed. Even with these supply restrictions, cobalt metal fell 
4.1% in March to an average of $16.25/lb ($35,800/tonne) on demand concerns. 

https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/price-assessments/



